Program

Wednesday, March 20th 2002
7:30 P.M.

Kevin Loughney, Director of Bands

Brass Choir
Canzon duodecimi toni ......................... Giovanni Gabrieli

Woodwind Choir
The Chrysanthemum .......................... Scott Joplin/William Schmidt

Clarinet Choir
Rondo from Serenade No. 10 .................. Mozart/Boris Pillin

Flute Choir
The Comedians Gallop ........................ Dmitri Kabalevsky/Ricky Lombardo

Jazz Lab
Samantha ....................................... Sammy Nestico
The Preacher .................................. Horace Silver/John Edmondson

Jazz Ensemble I
Groovin' Hard ................................ Don Menza/Dave Barduhn
Patina Latina .................................. Mike Lewis

Symphonic Band
A Copland Tribute ............................ Clare Grundman
Prelude, Siciliana and Rondo ................ Malcolm Arnold

Dixieland Concerto .......................... James Ployhar
  Joan Lueneburg - Clarinet  •  Dr. Joe Schroeder-Trumpet
  Tim Roy-Tenor Sax  •  Kevin Loughney-Trombone  •  Barry Martin-Tuba

El Capitan .................................... J.P. Sousa
Symphonic Band

Flutes
Lisa Behnke
Lauren Wood
Caitlin Hewitt
Elizabeth Ehlers
Lisa Chetney
Rebecca Van Aartsen
Rachel Johnson
Jaime Royten
Allyson Lueneburg
Ali Gould
Lucy Yao
Andrea Drum
Lena Schulz
Melissa Dombeck
Ashley Martin
Kayla Schuneman
Brittani Barnett

Oboe
Melissa Bedwell

Clarinet
Betsy Wermuth
Lela Duchow
Caitlin Fuller
Amanda Feest
Jim Skaleski
Jessica Owens
Elizabeth Osinga
Katie Stroo
Casey Steinke
Jenny Kral
Amy Viviano
Kim Walter
Julie Vahl
Anita Robertson
Peter Becker
Willi Quinn
Amanda Mix
Beth Taylor
Brittany Hunter

Bass Clarinet
Lindsey Chambers
Grant Martin

Bassoon
Andy Voegtle

Alto Sax
Rob Garekis
Karen Oli
Brian Ambuel
Chris McCall
Steve Komar
Jake Hansen
Tyler Meyer

Tenor Sax
Tim Roy
Steve Schuh
Austin Bauer
Benji Belton

Baritone Sax
Kris Rockey

Trumpet
Kevin Ulrich
Clare Baumann
Sushrut Shidham
Tom Elliott
Aaron Viviano
Dan Ruch
Matt Oelstrom
Mark Pronley
Michael Fishman-Salnicki
Angela Kallinger
Craig Fedorshyn
Mike Morrissey
Ben DeLong
Matt Weber
Trequeal Miller
Matt Collier

Trombone
Mark Daly
Justin Lueneburg
Andrew Clingman
Jake Gerlach
Ari Sarsalari
Tim Giuliana
Clare Furness

Euphonium
Nick Cronin
Matt Pronley
Olivia Richardson
David Roberts

Tuba
Julie Wilder

Percussion
Anne Hodges
Ari Sarsalari
Kevin Olikara
Andrea Zahn
Bill Coons
Ryan Dickerson
Sean Patterson
Katelyn Mater
Peter Oppermann
Adam Hoeffer
Richard Stanley
Jordan Klein

Bass
Nick Davis

Plano
Tyler Beattie

* Clarinet Choir
@ Flute Choir
∞ Woodwind Choir
† Brass Choir
△ Jazz Ensemble I
* Jazz Lab
Coming Events

May 22nd
Spring Band Concert: 7:30 P.M. Sharon Lynne Wilson Center

May 27th
Memorial Day Parade: TBA

June 8th
Graduation Ceremony: 1:00 P.M. Elmbrook Church
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